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ARTICLE
№1

NINO NEMSITSVERIDZE MY IMPRESSION OF
CRAIOVA

Hello, I am Nino from Georgia. I
was a little bit of afraid living
abroad but nowhere Craiova is
my first experience in EVS and I
would like to say my expectations
justified. Romania, Craiova isn't
far away of Georgia, we are
almost neighbors and our
traditions and colture came from
Europe. I met new volunteers and
Romanian people, that's one big
amazing fact of EVS . We live
together with different
traditional lifestyles and learning
to learn everyday.

Craiova is quiet and lovely city,
people are very polite and
friendly in the streets. There is
so many facilities, fascinating
buildings, very beautiful
orthodox churches. Me and my
friends explored and discovered
almost every nice place in
Craiova. Weather is great for
the winter and In my mind next
three months will be incredible
and memorable in my life, So
this experience will be
extraordinary.
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ARTICLE
№2
Since the first moment this city
really surprised me, it was more
than what I expected: big
streets, lots of cars, beautiful
churches and above all, very
kind and lovely people. I could
notice this every time I was at
the bus or tram station asking for
some information: they were
always so kind and lovely.

GIULIA ZANANDREA FIRST IMPRESSION OF
CRAIOVA
The old city centre really left
me amazed: it is little and
fascinating, I love it! I also love
my New sucpi flat, my home
mates and all the other guys I
could meet. The week was not
so good regarding my personal
mood and feelings but all the
rest deserves a top mark for
this starting project .

Looking forward for all the activities...
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ARTICLE
№3

KIRA KIPTSEVIC FIRST IMPRESSION OF
CRAIOVA

My first days in Craiova were
very nervous and emotional. It
was difficult to begin to speak
English all the time. And, of
course, it was difficult that a lot
of things in Craiova were only in
Romanian. But mentors and other
volunteers helped me to get used
to new life and to find a way to
the office, school and home. Also
my first days I tried to see more
interesting places such as
museums and parks.
I think that Craiova is a very
beautiful place. It's different
from my own city. We have very
beautiful nature in the north too
but this is another type of
beauty. I think Craiova is a good
place for life, work and travel.
Now I enjoy my life here.))))
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ARTICLE
№4

PAVEL PANCHENKO WITCH HUNTER FILES
(FIRST DAYS IN ROMANIA)

Wooden stake – check
Holy water – check
Silver bullets – check
Protection amulets - check
A couple of new socks – check
Now, I am fully prepared. People
say Dracula is still in Romania,
and now he is not alone.
Werewolves, vampires, ghosts
and gypsy witches have united
for something certainly very
disgusting, and I have to
investigate it. Probably, It is the
most challenging case in my
career. Risk is sparking my
nerves, but I can deal with it. I
am a professional.
Breath in, breath out, go.

***
Bucharest. It is my first step on
Romanian soil, and I already
feel black magic in the air. All
amulets are shivering, but I
continue my journey whatever it
takes. I need to buy a train
ticket. Got it. The train departs
at 6:30, and it is 6:22 now. I do
not have enough time. I must
run even if it blows my cover
and shows my enemies why

I am here. Finally, I am blessed,
and there is only one train
starting at 6:30…
***
Oh no, It was a trap! Those filthy
witches tricked me and put into
the wrong train. I have to find
the way out. No one knows
English on the train, but two
beautiful words “boss” and
“train” people are able recognize.
And I have found them.
Guardians of the train appears to
be strong and wise creatures.
They look at me, smoking
cigarettes and writing
incantations in a crossword
magazine. They are surprised to
see me there, and first, they
interrogate with their rudimental
English. After a short dialogue,
the words “physical education,
volunteer, school, teenagers,
Russia” became “physics,
professor, students, university,
English”. Ok, being an English
professor of physics is a good
cover, and I see sincere respect
in their eyes. So, they showed me
the right way back to Bucharest…
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ARTICLE
№4

PAVEL PANCHENKO WITCH HUNTER FILES
(FIRST DAYS IN ROMANIA)

***
Small city Titu. I have to buy a
ticket to Bucharest. Another
challenge. Cash only. But I took
50 lei from ATM earlier. I am
always ready. I am a
professional…
***
Train to Craiova. Yes, it is the
right one. My neighbour on the
right seat is very talkative. And
he knows English. He even knows
some Russian. Yeah, he is a
perfect intel source. I must use
it. It was 3 hours of talking about
Russia and Romania, but not a
single word about Dracula and
his current position. It is
incredibly suspicious. He is
probably charmed by witches. I
feel it because I am a
professional…
***
Craiova. I have reached my
destination with a great guide.
She might know about my real
mission since she is a powerful
figure in my cover project “Be
Fit”, but I prefer not to give any
explanation on my real work.

It can put her in great danger. I
know it for sure. I am a
professional…
***
I made all necessary paperwork
in the office and was told about
the cover project by great
professionals. I saw it, because I
am a professional too…
photo to refocus enemies
attention:
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ARTICLE
№4

PAVEL PANCHENKO WITCH HUNTER FILES
(FIRST DAYS IN ROMANIA)

***
This cover project and people
who work there are very
engaging. I am very curious what
will be next. And definitely I
would like to take part in it. But I
should not forget my main goal.
Dark magic is getting stronger
everyday, so I must be
prepared....

***
I miss my battle training a lot. At
least I can do push-ups, many
push-ups, and I am doing them
now. And it works for my cover
as well, which is very convenient
.
I must be fit in “be fit”
You know why?
Because I am a professional.

photo to refocus enemies
attention:
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EDITORS
Pavel Panchenko
Former KGB agent, vampire hunter, basketball
player, He's the toughest person in the team

Ninia Nemsitsveridze
The source of Georgian spirit in the team. She
likes red ballons even when no one supports
this love

Guilia Zanandrea
Greatest team phenomenon. She can sleep when
she's awake and be awake when she sleeps.

Kira Kiptsevich
Our granny, aunt, mother and the main team
caretaker in one person. But don't show her
drums if you really wanna sleep that night.

COOL GUYS

